Evolution Of DeCloud

NFTs Beyond JPEGs
What is DeCloud?
Accessing Compute
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What is StackOS?
Curating Compute
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We are the world's most utilized and the fastest growing DeCloud.
+1,770 Projects Deployed

+110,000,000 Apps Requests Served

Blockchain Partners:
- Polygon
- Avalanche
- BSC
- Reef
- Neo
- Polkadot
So, what's next?
V2
Integrating Lego Compute Blocks & Applications
Transferable, Utility-based & Licensable

Application + Compute = Fusion NFT
StackOS becomes the world's first to add real digital assets to NFTs.

NFTs are no longer just JPEGs.
It's an economy of Creators, Developers & End-users.
Developers can create different worlds. Gamers can build communities and sell the game servers.
Theme creators can create a prebuilt theme on a WordPress NFT.

Users are moving to Wix and other platforms!

With StackOS, users can buy prebuilt WordPress NFTs and simply pay for compute and start their custom WordPress server.
Developers can build blockchain validators, nodes, indexers etc. and sell them as NFTs.

Many community members want to operate nodes but don't have the expertise.

With StackOS one can now buy nodes as NFTs, and just pay for the compute and mine rewards.
Everything in minutes!!!